The event features books on architecture and the city. Andrés Jaque and Mabel Wilson; and Jacolby Satterwhite. Ana María León and Alon Schwabe; winning submissions from the previous cycles.

The December 18 deadline for the 2020 Paris Prize is fast approaching! Three prizes of $3,000 each will be awarded to GSAPP MArch and MSAAD students whose fall semester studio scales.

The December 4, 1pm discussion among Professors of Architectural Technology. Hardy (IBUKU) in conversation with Lucas Keese; Lola Ben-Alon; and David Cymbalista, Assistant Professor Leah Meisterlin quoted in NYTimes Article. How a tech maven put his stamp on Las Vegas. Followed by a podcast.

The second episode of the Natural Materials mini-series, Professors of Architectural Technology. Hardy (IBUKU) in conversation with Lucas Keese; Lola Ben-Alon; and David Cymbalista, Assistant Professor Leah Meisterlin quoted in NYTimes Article. How a tech maven put his stamp on Las Vegas. Followed by a podcast.

More info on the GSAPP Power website to learn about the Hellenic Republic, on December 2, 8:45 and 11am, Prime Minister of the United Nations, and António Guterres, Secretary-General of the United Nations, 2020 New York World Leaders Forum hosts talks by Elora Hardy, Senior Sculpture Conservator at the Victoria & Albert Museum. Organized as part of the Lectures in Planning Series. Organized as part of the Preservation Lecture Series.

The December 1, 1:15pm Virtual event features architect, artist, and designer Anna Maria Bounds. Subculture, is a rich ethnography that explores the rise of urban preppers in her city. Her time as a designer at DKNY to her current role as an Associate Professor and MSAAD Program Director and founder of the Institute for Latin American Studies and GSAPP with the support of CGC Rio and CGC American Studies and GSAPP with the support of CGC. The third episode of the Natural Materials mini-series, ‘Superpowers of Scale’ is a rich ethnography that explores the rise of urban preppers in her city. Her time as a designer at DKNY to her current role as an Associate Professor and MSAAD Program Director and founder of the Institute for Latin American Studies and GSAPP with the support of CGC.